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Name is Steven Hutt Monroe Wa and 73 years old
Here to express concern over the use of binary exploding targets
REVISE RECREATIONAL SHOOTCNG TO MAKE BINARY EXPLbING TARGETS
ILLEGAL IN SNO CT/
WATER CAN TURN BROWN
DAMAGE FOUNDATCONS

MAKE WINDOWS CRACK ANb/OR BREAK
CAUSE FIRE DAMAGE
CAUSE WILDLIFE DAMAGE

MANY STATES HAVE PROHIBIT THE USE OF BINARY EXPLODING TARGETS
Examples of common binary explosives include Oxyliquit (liquid oxygen/combustible powder), ANFO
(ammonium nitrate/fuel oil), Kinestik (ammonium nitrate/nitromethane), Tannerite and ammonal (ammonium

nitrate/aluminum), and FIXOR (nitroethane/physical sensitizer).
A mixture of lampblack and liquid oxygen was measured to have a detonation velocity of 3,000 m/s, and 4 to
12% more explosive power than dynamite. The long duration of the flame it produced, however, made it
unsafe for use in the presence of explosive gases. Therefore, oxyliquits were mostly used in open
quarries and strip mines.

ANFO (/'cenfou/ /lN-foh)Iy (or <4N/FO. for ammonium nitrate/fuel oil) is a widely used bulk industrial high
explosive. It consists of 94% porous prilled ammonium nitrate (NH4N03) (AN), which acts as the oxidizing
agent and absorbent for the fuel, and 6% number 2 fuel oil (FO).[2J
We used Kinestik as the explosive of choice. It came as powder in a plastic tube about the size of a stick

of dynamite. To make it "hot" you just emptied the tube into a hard hat, mixed a red gel from a plastic
packet in,shoved it back into the tube and inserted a blasting cap. To make it work we drilled holes into the
rock to be blasted, inserted the pre-wired sticks, covered with earth and covered the hole with a cable
spool end. Each stick had the equivalent blast power of about a quarter stick of dynamite.
Tannerite is a brand of binary explosive targets used for firearms practice and sold in kit form. The
targets consist of a combination of oxidizers and a fuel, primarily aluminum powder, supplied as two
separate components that are mixed by the user [2]. Tannerite is relatively stable when subjected to
forces less severe than a high-vetocity bullet impact. It requires a high-velocity bullet impact to initiate a
reaction, and it is designed to be non-flammable f21.
Typically, one pound of Tannerite is considered to have roughly the same explosive power as about a quarter
stick of dynamite. So, if you're looking to match the boom of a single stick of dynamite, you'd need
around four pounds of Tannerite.Nov 23,2021

EXAMPLES OF EVENTS
NOISE OF EXPLORING ITEMS

o TANNERITE
o GUNSHOOTCNG

o FIREWORKS AT ILLEGAL TCMES /\Nb WRONG DAYS
April 21st 2015 - encroachment in the NGPA area
Jan 20th, 2021 - Animal Dog Complaint filed by myself and another neighbor
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Todd Edward Beloit, age 57, of Monroe, Washington passed away on Saturday, April 16, 2022. Todd
was the husband, father, grandfather, and good neighbor. We had discussions and he had his son Blake
STOP his shooting. Todd was doing handyman/yardwork for two (2) elderly neighbors and things were
good.
Todd passed away and Blake went right back to his old habits
August 6th, 2022 - gun shooting late at night
June 25th, 2023 - fireworks and using an automatic weapon after 9:00 pm
May 26th 2024 - gun shooting and exploding targets
May 28th, 2024 - gun shooting and exploding targets
May 31st, 2024 - gun shooting and exploding targets. After all the neighbors calling 911, Sgt Brad
Dawes went to the homeowner residence and talked with them. Sgt Dawes did a GREAT JOB!! This was
the 1st time Snohomish County sheriff's office has gone to the home at 25309 120th ST SE. Sgt Dawes
took the time and called all of us who called 911. That was very nice follow-up. Please talk to Sgt
Dawes about his conversation with Angela and Blake Beloit. Incident # 2024-72862

June 1st, 2024 - gun shooting and exploding targets started at 9:03 pm

June 2nd exploding target at 8:50 pm
June 2nd exploding target at 6:18 pm and 8:50 pm
June 3rd exploding target at 9:04 pm
Very late and after sunset
PLEASE WE ASK FOR YOUR HELP BEFORE THIS ESCALATES ANY FARTHER THAN IT
IS CURRENTLY
NEIGHBORS WITH YOUNG CHILDREN /\N& NEW BABY ARE EXTREMELY MAD. If
anyone happens to know the address to our adjacent neighbors that feel the need to
continually light off high powered fireworks or black powder rifles (possibly a freaking
cannon) every night I would appreciate it. I intend to pay them a visit on behalf of my
sleeping children.
Private Nuisance Lawsuit (https://www.findlaw.com/in.iury/torts-and-personal-

injuries/pnvate-nuisance.html) may be a course of action to stop the explosions. It would
mean hiring an attorney at some expense and demonstrating that this neighbor's actions
are preventing us from enjoying our property and it is potentially harming us as welt
AHPO - ANTI-HARSSAMENT PROTECTCON ORDER TO BE FILED WITH EVERGREEN
DISTRICT COURT
A single act of violence or threat of violence directed at a specific person that seriously alarms, annoys, harasses,
or is detrimental to such person, and that serves no legitimate or lawful purpose, which would cause a
reasonable person to suffer substantial emotional distress, and must actually cause substantial emotional
distress to the petitioner. A single threat of violence must include: (i) A malicious and intentional threat as
described in RCW 9A.36.080(l)(c); or (ii) the presence of a firearm or other weapon
PLEASE HELP US.


